
Process management 

 
 
 

Program , process,  and thread 
 

• One Program includes one or many processes. 
• Process is program in execution //active side of program , but what is a passive side of? 

program. 
• Process includes one or many threads. 
• Sequential process: contains single thread of execution // one thread run at a time 
• Concurrent process: simultaneous interacting sequential processes// Synchronous/ 

Asynchronous, each has its own address space; this is called heavy-weight processes 
• Process may spawn new processes (subprocesses).//what is a diff between subprocess and 

thread? 
• When process and sub-process share a common address space, but each has its local state 

and its running does not depend on system resources, this is called light-weight process. 
(LWP ) 

• When process and sub-process share a common address space, but each has its local state 
and its running may depend on system resources, this is called heavy-weight processe. 
(HWP). // Example some part of process in back store and we need from time to time to 

connect to memory to load specific part of process/ 
• One thread of control through a large, potentially sparse address space.// Process=Thread 
•  Address space may be shared with other processes (shared mem).// to  reduce number of 

transitions to kernel 
•  Collection of systems resources (I/O, files, semaphores). // to be ready for execution 

 
 
 
 



• Threads(User Thread &  LWP) 
– A flow of control through an address space// many threads in one address space (in one 

process) 
– Each address space can have multiple concurrent control flows. 
– Each thread has access to entire address space // we don’t need to perform context switching to 

access in its address space. 
– Potentially parallel execution, minimal state (low overheads)  why? // T(Context 

Switching)�0 
 

– May need synchronization to control access to shared variables    //Synch due to make control 
on shared variables and 
resources 

-  LWP is used to support user threads with resources and to prevent access kernel by threads 
directly. 

 
 
 
Why use Threads? 
• Large number of multiprocessors needs many computing entities so DOS divided one process 

into many threads  
• Switching between processes requires high overhead // T(kernel op.)> 10% of total time 
• With threads, an application can avoid per-process overheads // updating PCB needs time 
• Thread creation, deletion, switching cheaper (less time) than processes// why?  
• Threads have full access to address space (easy sharing) //all threads in one process have 

shared address space. 
• Threads can execute in parallel on multiprocessors.//threads satisfy the main concepts of 

multiprocessors and are independent. 
 
Primitives of a typical thread package: 
1. Thread management (creation, suspension, termination) by thread run time library. 
2. Set thread priority and other thread attributes by thread run time library. 



3. Synchronization and communication support //Message Passing, monitors by system call or 
by shared mem …) 

 
Implementing a Threads library Package 

There are two main approaches to implement a threads library package:  
1- in the user space  
2- in the kernel space.  
 
 we will describe these approaches, along with their advantages and disadvantages. 

 
- A Thread Library  provides an extremely simple implementation for creating, destroying 

and scheduling threads.   // user processes are created by kernel and user threads are 
created by library. 

 
The most important functions of Library are:  
1 - Allocate memory to set up a thread stack.// one stack to each thread, this stack is used to 

save the content of TCB// why using stack? 
2- Context Switching thread (CPU context + thread management info) // Only info of the CPU 

register need to be 
stored to perform 
switching among 
threads. 

3- Create thread structure  (TCB) to represent thread. Each thread structure contains: 

o The thread ID. 
o An area to save the thread execution context. 
o The thread signal mask// Each signal is masked (block) or unmasked 

(unblock) for the entire thread. 
o The thread priority 
o A pointer to the thread stack.// pointer save  the base address of stack and using 

memory limit to define the size of stack used by 
TCB of the specific thread 

 
Thread-local Storage: 

- Threads have some private storage (in addition to the stack) called thread-local storage 
(TLS).// why using private storage? Using TLS when the scheduler is in the thread 

library. 
- Most variables in the program are shared among all the threads in executing, but each 
thread has its own copy of thread-local variables.// if DOS immigrates thread from CPU-
domain to another domain, so it is mandatory to have own copy for each thread local 
variable.// here we have redundancy in a share variables� How to reduce the effect of 
this problem?  

 



Conceptually, thread-local storage is 
o Unshared. // repeated data (own copy)….  
o Statically allocated data. //to update shared data by each thread object. Why not 

dynamic? Because variables are shared among threads with the same value.  
o Used for thread-private data that must be accessed quickly.//why? To avoid  system 

call 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

  

 

Levels of concurrency  

 
 

  
 



 
 

Thread Based implementation 

 

1- Implementing Threads in User Space 
 

 

 
- Threads managed by a threads library that includes thread table (scheduler) 
– Kernel is unaware (unknown)  of presence of threads but kernel knows  the number of 
processes, // user processes are created by kernel and user threads are created by library. If 
scheduler (thread table) in the user space and a part of library then there is no information 
about the number of threads in the kernels. 
 
• Advantages: 
– No kernel modifications needed to support threads 
– Efficient: creation/deletion/switches don’t need system calls . 
– Flexibility in scheduling: Library can use different scheduling algorithms (application 

dependent). 
 
 
 



• Disadvantages 
–The kernel knows nothing about user threads. This problem may cause deadlock or need to 
avoid blocking system calls  //may be all threads are blocked then we have deadlock , therefore 
we need  system call to avoid or prevent deadlock. 
 
– Threads compete for one another // � race condition� by system call we can avoid threads 
competition.  
 
-  Does not take advantage of multiprocessors [no real parallelism]  //why? Number of user threads 
is unknown in the kernel so the kernel can not use an efficient distribution of threads among processors 
 

-. 
 

 
 

 

2- Implementing Threads in  the kernel space 

 
  

 – Kernel aware of the presence of threads.    
– Better for multiprocessors.// why, Number of user threads is known in the kernel so kernel  can  

use an efficient distribution of treads among processors. 

 
   - More overheads for uniprocessors // due to switching time from TCB to another one, this is 

done by system call (by kernel). 
   - avoid blocking on process // blocking  is applied on a part of process (thread). 
   - Better scheduling decisions, more expensive Switching thread context may now be as 

expensive as switching process context. 
       

Lightweight Process LWP (system thread) 

Definition: User Threads are implemented by a library, this library is utilized underlying kernel-
supported threads of control, called light-weight processes (LWPs) which are 
created by system call. The main function of LWP is to support user threads by 



services instead of calling those services from kernel directly. This is done in the 
user space.// switching is implemented by scheduler at kernel. 

 

Solaris LWPs 

Mapping user threads to LWPs 

All the LWPs in the system are scheduled by the kernel onto the available CPUs 
according to their scheduling class and priority. 

o Each process controlled by  one or more LWPs, each of which runs one or more 
user threads. 

o There is no one-to-one mapping between user threads and LWPs.// to minimize 
number of LWP and system overhead too. 

o User-level unbound user threads can freely migrate from one LWP to another. 
o If there are available processors, the LWPs run in parallel. 
o The OS has no knowledge about what user threads are or how many threads are 

active in each process. 

 

 

 

 



 

Questions   

- If LWP is in the kernel space, what is the difference between LWP and a kernel thread? 
-  To provide services from the kernel to the user space, LWP is used. Is LWP dynamic or 

static for this issue? 
- How to reduce system overhead by using LWP in the kernel space or in the user space?  
- What happen if a user process is immigrating? 
- What is the purpose of using LWP in the kernel space?  

1. LWP can know a number of user threads.  
2. System can implement the optimal parallelism.  
3. If thread is block then the process that holds this process is not blocked. 
4. Number of levels is decreased. 

  

- What is the purpose of using LWP in the user space? 

1. Reduce system overhead. 

 

- What is the criterion to assign LWP to a specific number of user threads? 
- What are the circumstances to create LWP inside or outside kernel space? 
- Is LWP permanent or temporary process? 
-  

 

Bounded and unbounded threads 

Example: 



    Two-dimensional array includes to 6 rows and we have three processors, we divided 
these rows among different threads. If the relation between LWP and processor is one-to-
one, but we have multiple threads for each LWP(Unbound Threads)  OR  we have one 
thread for each LWP (bound Threads). Which approach is better to use? why?  

 

 

 

Unbound Threads: 

User Threads that are scheduled on the LWP pool are called unbound threads. They float 
among the LWPs.// why using unbounded? 

o The library invokes (call) LWPs as needed and assign them to execute user 
threads. 

o The LWP assumes the state of the thread and executes its instructions. 
o If another user thread should be run, the thread state is saved in TCB in the 

process memory and the threads library assigns another thread to the LWP. 

Bound Threads: 

- A thread can be permanently bonded to an LWP. 



- Overhead for threads creation and costly if thread is destroy 

- If the internal parts of threads are independent, then we can not apply the execution in 
concurrent of in parallel.  

 

Heavy weight Process HWP & Lightweight Process LWP 

 

• In Fig. (a) we see a machine with three processes.// is HWP in the user or kernel 
space  

• Each process has one thread or HWP, it has its own program counter, its own 
stack, its own register set, and its own address space.  

• The processes have nothing to do with each other, except that they may be able to 
communicate through the system's inter-process communication primitives, such as 
semaphores, monitors, or messages.   

 
• In Fig. (b) we see another machine, with one process. Only this process contains 

multiple threads of control, usually just called threads, or  lightweight processes 
LWP. .// is LWP in the user or kernel space  

• Threads are like little mini-processes.  
• Each thread runs strictly  sequentially/concurrently/ Parallel and has its own 

program counter , stack to keep track of where it is., shared address space , 
and shared registers.  

• Threads share the CPU just as processes do: first one thread runs, then the others 
wait, and using time sharing to run the other LWPs.   

 
Sequentially�one CPU to each thread  
Concurrently� one CPU to many threads (share CPU) 
Parallel���� many CPUs to many threads 

Remarks for threads. 



• Threads can create child threads and can block waiting for system calls to 
complete, just like regular processes. While one thread is blocked, another thread in 
the same process can run, in exactly the same way that when one process blocks, 
another process in the same machine can run.  

• The analogy: thread is to process as process is to machine, holds in many ways. 
 

• Different threads in a process are not quite as independent as different processes; 
however, all threads have exactly the same address space, which means that they 
also share the same global variables.  

 
• There is no protection between threads because : 

(1) it is impossible, // why � using same segment to hold many thread from the 
same process  

(2) and  it should not be necessary.  
 

Organization of threads: 
Threads were invented to allow parallelism to be combined with sequential execution and 
blocking system calls. 
 
 

 
a- one to many relation by using dispatcher thread. 
b- One to one for concurrent/parallel system 
c- One to one for pipelining system (sequentially) 

 
In model (a), here one thread named dispatcher (LWP,…..), reads incoming requests for 

work from the system network. After examining the request, it chooses an idle (i.e., blocked) 
worker thread and hands it the request,. The dispatcher then wakes up the sleeping worker 



thread for the next action. When the worker thread blocks, another worker thread is chosen if it 
is ready to run 

  
 
The team model of (b) is also a possibility. Here all the threads are equals, and each gets 

and processes its own requests. There is no dispatcher(no LWP). Sometimes work comes in 
that a thread cannot handle, especially if each thread is specialized to handle a particular 
kind of work . In this case, a job queue can be maintained, with waiting work kept in the job 
queue. With this organization, a thread should check the job queue before looking in the system 
network. 

 
Threads can also be organized in the pipeline model of  (c). In this model, the first thread 

generates some data and passes them on to the next thread for processing. The data 
continue from thread to thread, with processing going on at each step. Although this is not 
appropriate for web servers, for other problems, such as the producer-consumer, it may be a 
good choice. Pipelining is widely used in many areas of computer systems, from the internal 
structure of RISC CPUs to UNIX command lines. 
 
 


